James Andrew Grant

“FENN”, “Fenn”, “Fen”, “Fenn Traps” & “Genuine Fenn Traps” are registered trademarks for brands of vermin products, hereinafter referred to as “Fenn trademarks”. The registration numbers are UK00003208062, UK00003209557, UK00003239429, UK00003303151 and UK00003348984 respectively.

The registered owner, with the Intellectual Property Office (IPO) of the UK Government, is Mr James Andrew Grant - a mechanical engineer with a record of successful designs of spring driven devices. Use of these trademarks and associated logos are currently licensed to two distributors - namely Fenn Traps Ltd & Trap Barn Ltd

It is illegal to import, manufacture, offer for sale, sell, advertise or distribute counterfeit products that infringe the Fenn trademarks. Any such activities are in violation of the law and can carry both criminal and civil penalties.

The registered owner works diligently to protect the Fenn trademarks’ reputation for quality vermin control products and to protect consumers from duplicitous sellers who offer fake or unauthorized items that are inferior to genuine Fenn merchandise.

Brand enforcement measures are implemented to ensure that the Fenn trademarks are not violated. The Fenn trademarks and logos are rigorously protected. This includes any alterations to the registered designs or using selected parts from a design to make new ones. Any use of the aforementioned trademarks or graphics without express written permission is subject to prosecution for trademark infringement

Ebay is immediately notified of any listings containing unauthorized use of the Fenn trademarks or any listings reasonably believed to offer for sale unauthorized merchandise.